
INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR ONLINE FORM FILL UP OF STUDENTS 

By this time, All the Institutions must have completed filling up of all the preliminary information like 
Completing the Student Master data along with Student Photograph and Signature upload. Since all Student 
Master Data including Photograph and Signature are required in Admit Cards, if any Institute has not 
completed the process, to avoid the last minute rush , they are again advised to complete all the pre 
formalities like Completing the student master data at the earliest. As already the schedule for Online Form fill 
up has started. If any Institute, still lags behind in doing these pre formalities and will face any problem 
due to last time rush, then Board will not held responsible for this. And no excuses for extension of 
time will be allowed.  It is a repeat gentle reminder to all the Institutions that, they should complete all 
the pre formalities as soon as possible to fill up the forms of their students in due course of time , also 
to avoid submission of forms after due date.  

Also, it is again clarified that, without completion of pre formalities, if any Institution fills up the forms 
for examination of students online, then automatically the system will withheld the results of that 
Institution mentioning “INSUFFICIENT DATA” and in that cases, post submission of data will not be 
accepted in the system and the concerned Institution may suffer due to their negligence and Board will 
not held responsible for that. Intentional delays and mistakes can not be treated as their privileged and 
non adherence to the rules and instructions will not be treated as excuses and no requests will be 
entertained at Board office. If this kind of unpleasant situation occurs, then the concerned Institution 
will held responsible for this. 

So, before filling up the online examination forms, pre formalities data as mentioned above 
(Completion of Student Master data) should be completed. Else, if it is yet to complete, it has to be 
completed first and then start filling the forms online. 

 



 

 

To fill up the forms online of the students, click on the link from the left side menu bar (FORM FILL UP)  and 
the above page will appear. Just like the pre formalities, this section will also display you the top Panel Drop 
Downs from which you have to select the Year of Admission, Select Course Duration , either the student 
admitted in 6 months course/ 01 year course or 02 years course, select the academic Year , which examination 
the student want to appear (means 1st Year / 2nd year) as the case may be and for 6 months and 01 year course 
this will not be shown. Year of Examination which will be the current year / fixed by system. Then select the 
Examination Type (Annual/ Supplementary the candidate / candidates is / are going to appear.  



 

After clicking the year of examination for that admission batch, data like shown above figure will appear in 
which you can find out the details of Student IDs being admitted in that admission year will appear. Here, 
again, a gentle reminder to all the Institutions that, if any student name is missing here from the list, put this 
matter immediately to the notice of Board without filling up the forms and after necessary corrections to the 
student master and filling up the preliminary data , then fill up the forms of all students of that admission year. 

While you will be shown the student ID details in the left side, next to it, you will be shown the Name of the 
candidates. Next to the name, there is a section Select All Papers and next to that, you will find the details of 
Individual Papers for that year. If all students of that admission year will have to appear all papers (it is a 
common condition in most of the cases that all students will appear all papers in Annual examination, except 
some special cases), then select All Papers present in the top row. After selecting the Select All Papers (Not 
the Header chk box, but the Chk box below that header against each Name), you will find all the papers 
will be checked (means a tick mark in all boxes). Else, you can also select the Chk box against individual student 
IDs and in this case all individual papers against that student ID will be selected. If you want to select some 
particular papers of any particular student ID, then the same can be selected. But in this case, the All Paper chk 
box should not be selected. 

If wrongly , you have selected a paper and want to cancel the selection, then again select the Tick mark, 
so that it will be deselected again. But after Selection of the Paper if once you have submittewd / Saved 
the formd fill up data, it will not be changed / edited again. 

Just like this way, you can go on filling up off the examination forms of each year as well as each admission 
year. If any students will appear any back papers , then his / her admission year to be selected and forms to be 
filled up for those particular papers of that back year only and this has to be done separately. 



 

Once the form fill up subjects / papers are selected, then after scrolling down, you can find a Button to Save & 
Print these form fill up data and after clicking on that button you can save the form fill up data and take the 
print outs of the Forms. This print out of the Form fill up summary data need to be submitted to Board along 
with fees before the last date of form fill up as mentioned in the Form fill up Notification. 

N.B:- It may happen that, Sometimes, since the Exam Automation portal is new in some system, most of 
the Pop-ups are blocked. After clicking on the Link Save & Print , the Form Fill up data will be 
redirected to the Print page which will be viewed in a Pop-up page. And if the Pop-up is blocked in any 
system, it can not be viewed. 

So, to avoid such problems, pls allow the pop ups to get the printout/converted pdf copy of the form 
fill up report. 

** The Exit button in the Form Fill up Page is not Functional now. So don’t click on Exit Button. 

** Once the Last date of Form Fill is over, the link will no more be shown in your Control panel. 

**After form fill up is over, Save the report (after clicking Save and Print) in .pdf format and mail it 
along the payment slip with a cover letter to Board in their email ID. 

 

N.B:- How to allow pop-ups, please see the following instructions.  

 



 

 

If any Institutions are facing any doubts / confusions in the form fill up of their students or facing some 
technical problems or any errors, either they can mail details of the problem with screen shot (by 
pressing Print Screen button from key board and pasting (Ctrl +V) in a word file and saving it and 

attaching in email to Board or can whatsapp in that group created to resolve technical issues.  

 


